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Chemical AI

Scaffold-directed face selectivity Machine-Learned from vectors of noncovalent interactions **

Abstract. This work describes a method to vectorize and MachineLearn, ML, non-covalent interactions responsible for scaffolddirected reactions important in synthetic chemistry. Models trained
on this representation predict correct face of approach in ca. 90% of
Michael additions or Diels-Alder cycloadditions. These accuracies
are significantly higher than those based on traditional ML
descriptors, energetic calculations, or intuition of experienced
synthetic chemists. Our results also emphasize the importance of ML
models being provided with relevant mechanistic knowledge –
without such knowledge, these models cannot easily “transfer-learn”
and extrapolate to previously unseen reaction mechanisms.
In recent years, Machine Learning (ML) has established itself as a
tool useful in organic synthesis, in predicting reaction outcomes[1],
yields[1a] and conditions[1f], molecular geometry[2], or pKa[3], and as an
integral component of synthesis planning programs such as Waller’s
3N-MCTS[4], MIT’s ASCKOS[1f,5], or our Chematica/SynthiaTM[6]. In
reaction prediction, ML algorithms have proven helpful in identifying
the most likely types of reactions applicable to a given substrate under
given reaction conditions[1f,4,6e], and in the choice of site- or
regioisomers that can form[7]. For relatively simple substrates and
non-stereoselective chemistries with sufficient numbers of literature
precedents, the accuracy of these models has been satisfactory,
reflecting the adequacy of molecular descriptors embodying
information about atomic composition and connectivity (various 2D
and 3D fingerprints[8a-d], or descriptor libraries like DScribe[8e]),
electronic effects of substituents (e.g., Hammett constants[7a] or QMderived measures[9]), as well as some measures of steric bulk in the
vicinity of reaction center (e.g., TSEI indices we used to predict the
outcomes of Diels Alder reactions[7a]). Simultaneously, there has been
progress in developing predictors capturing stereochemical
information[1f,10] and in predicting outcomes of stereoselective
reactions controlled by chiral catalysts (cf. pioneering works by
Sigman[10c,11a], Denmark[11b,c] and, more recently, Sunoj[11d]). On the
other hand, stereoselective reactions controlled by the structure of a
complex scaffold have not been studied by ML methods – a particular
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situation here, often encountered in syntheses of natural products, is
when a substrate can approach a ring system from either of the two
faces. The rule of thumb stipulating that the attack takes place from a
less crowded face might work when few substituents are present
and/or when they noticeably differ in the steric bulk. In many
practical situations, however, the overall crowding is due to
comparable contributions of multiple substituents and prediction of
face selectivity becomes nuanced. In this work, we apply a
combination of ML and conformational analysis around transitionstate templates to predict face-selectivity based on a vectorized
representation of interatomic contacts. We apply this methodology to
two important classes of reactions, Diels-Alder cycloadditions, DA,
and Michael additions, MA. As we show, this approach offers ~91%
of prediction accuracy (vs. ~70-80 % for models based on van der
Waals interactions or molecular fingerprints) and can handle nontrivial cases (see Figure 1) for which predictions of experienced
organic chemists were close to random. The ability to foretell faceselectivity – for DA, MA, and other types of reactions to which our
approach can be extended – should be useful in guiding the design of
syntheses, either by humans or by computers[6b], of complex natural
products.

Figure 1. Examples of (a, b) Michael additions and (c, d) Diels-Alder
cycloadditions for which prediction of face-selectivity proved non-trivial
for seasoned synthetic chemists (due to comparable steric crowding of
the faces or even attack from apparently more crowded face, as in (b,
c). Experimentally observed products are colored in blue.

Our analyses were based on DA and MA reactions whose
stereochemical outcome was dictated by the existing stereochemistry
on a cyclic substrate (as in examples from Figure 1). Specifically,
from all DA and MA examples in the Reaxys repository we first
eliminated plainly incorrect entries (e.g., flipping stereocenters away
from reaction site) and then chose only those that met the following
criteria: (1) They were bimolecular (as intramolecular reactions can
be affected by strain developing during cyclization); (2) No chiral
catalyst was used (so that the outcome of a reaction could be
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attributed solely to the structure of its substrates); (3) The reaction
center on at least one substrate was within a ring or a ring system
(with up to seven-membered rings; ca. 10 examples of larger rings
were excluded for DA and MA classes each because locations of
substituents on such highly flexible rings could not be determined
precisely); (4) At least one stereocenter was present on this ring or
ring system close to the reaction site (up to beta-position) and the
configuration of this stereocenter was specified; and (5) Two different
products could potentially form but one was reported as sole or major
(>60% yield) product. This left 1326 DA and 1021 MA reactions
whose Reaxys reaction IDs are provided in 10.5281/zenodo.4638728.
For each of these examples, we considered the sole (or major) product
reported in the literature and its specific diastereoisomer formed upon
attack from the ring’s opposite side (in this isomer, the newly created
stereocenters had opposite configurations). This formulation allowed
us to consider the problem as a binary classification.
Since representations describing structural features of individual
molecules – be it fingerprints, topological indices[12] or molecular
graphs[13] – do not capture mutual orientation and non-covalent
interactions between reacting molecules, we first had to devise a
representation appropriate for the face selectivity problem.
Accordingly, the central part of our method has been to represent the
approach of substrates from either side of the ring system in a form
of a vector suitable for subsequent ML analyses. In brief, for each
reaction, we constructed two transition-state-like pairs: “positive” one
in which the substrates’ approach would lead to the experimentally
observed product, and “negative” one in which the substrates would
react into a product not observed in experiments (Figure 2a). For
each of such structures we considered (i) all intermolecular atomic
pairs, henceforth called “contacts”, and (ii) a subset of such contacts
around the constrained neighborhood of the reaction core (this
method was intended to avoid any “false” steric hindrance presented
by flexible structural motifs present is distal parts of the molecules,
e.g., highly flexible aliphatic chains).

Figure 2. Flowchart illustrating the vectorization of atomic contacts and
prediction of face-selectivity. I. For each reaction (in this example,
Michael addition of methyl lithium to cyclopentanone), substrate
complexes in a transition-state-like geometry are prepared for both
faces; II. Distance-binned contacts between specific atom types are
counted. Each face has its own histogram of atomic contacts. III. Such
histograms are represented as vectors (of type “1” for the face
arrangement leading to the experimentally observed product and “0”
for the arrangement leading to the product that is not observed (or
minor). Each reaction in the dataset contributes two vectors. IV.
Labeled data is split into training and test sets and used for training of
a desired ML model. Here, in V, a Random Forest is illustrated. VI. A
trained model is evaluated on a test set of reactions. Face-selectivity
predictions are correct if probability P(“1”) > P(“0”).

As illustrated in Figure 2, contacts were then categorized by the atom
types involved (e.g., Csp3-Csp3, Csp2-hydrogen, Csp3-heteroatom
sp2, see Supporting Information, SI, Section S1), and binned
according to interatomic distances (0-2.5 Ǟ, 2.5-3.5 Ǟ, 3.5-4.5 Ǟ, 4.55.5 Ǟ and 5.5-6.5 Ǟ). In this way, each contact type was represented
by a histogram of interatomic distances – or, equivalently, by a vector
whose components represented histogram’s counts (see also SI,
Section 6). Such vectors for different contact types were then
concatenated such that “positive” or “negative” pairs of substrates
were each represented as a longer vector (denoted, respectively as
type “1” and “0”). As a result, each reaction was then described by a
pair of atomic contact vectors, ACVs. We note that because atoms are
divided into rather broad classes, some similar reactions may have
identical ACVs (though this is relatively rare and does not influence
the results strongly; see discussion in SI, Section 1.3).
Naturally, the histograms and vectors are sensitive to the mutual
placement of the substrates. To make these vectors chemically
realistic and representative of transition-state structures, we based
their construction on the mechanisms underlying Diels Alder and
Michael addition reactions and on approximate geometries of the
transition states, TS, derived from well-established geometric
parameters for these reactions [14]. Specifically, the atoms defining the
reaction “core” were placed in “template” geometries defined by
atomic distances, bond and dihedral angles shown in the rightmost
column of Figure 3a, b. To account for the placement of additional
atoms around these cores, we first generated and optimized
conformers (typically, 150) for each of the substrates, selecting the
lowest-energy one. Conformer generation was performed using
distance matrix method as implemented in RDKit[15a]. Subsequently,
to construct an approximate TS-like complex, we tested two heuristic
approaches: (1) Placing the substrates in the template arrangement
and optimizing the constrained geometry (Figure 3, conformers
colored red in the middle panel) or (2) bringing them into a geometry
resembling the transition state “template” without any further
optimization (Figure 3, conformers colored blue in the middle panel).
Whereas the first method aims to approximate the TS structure, the
latter attempts to estimate which atoms come into close contacts as
the system approaches TS. The most accurate predictions were
obtained by method (2) with atomic contacts not spanning flexible
parts away from the reaction core. This result can be rationalized with
distortion/interaction-activation strain model by Houk and coworkers [16], as further discussed in Section S2.2. Accordingly, this
method was used in all comparisons discussed below.

Figure 3. Schemes illustrating creation of substrate complexes for (a)
Michael addition and (b) Diels-Alder cycloaddition. For clarity, only one
of two possible facial orientations is shown for each case. Middle row
shows the overlay of conformers obtained via two methods of structure
generation. The rightmost row has the ultimately selected structures
with angles of attack marked by red dashed arrows and with all
angle/distance values detailed in the SI, Section S2.1.
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was predicted correctly. As seen, models (A) and (B) performed
comparably, to about 90-91% for DA and 88-89% for MA for
Random Forest classifiers. On the other hand, model (C) was much
less accurate (55-65%) indicating lack of any transfer learning.
Although transfer learning has been touted as effective for problems
such as image classification or speech recognition, there have also
been cases where the transferability of a learned task was
unsatisfactory (e.g., one-shot drug discovery model[18] or pKa
prediction[3]) – our study adds to these negative examples, and
indicates that algorithms cannot transfer-learn the nuances of one
reaction mechanism after being trained on a completely different one
(at least within the vectorization we used here). In a similar genre, the
accuracy of prediction decreases when the models are presented with
examples increasingly dissimilar to those seen during training. This
is quantified in Figure 5 in which the probability of correct prediction
is plotted as a function of minimal Euclidean distance between atomic
contact vectors describing examples from the test set to those
describing reactions in the training set. As seen, for very dissimilar
examples, the prediction tends to a coin-flip 50% accuracy, though
the number of such “dissimilars” is also decreasing rapidly (orange
curve and right axis in Figure 5; also see comment [19]).

Figure 5. Probability of correct prediction in the function of minimal
Euclidean distance to the closest example in the training set for (a)
Michael addition and (b) Diels-Alder cycloaddition. Probability of
correct face-selectivity prediction (left vertical axis) decreases with
minimal Euclidian distance between the molecules in the test set from
those in the training set – although the numbers of very dissimilar
molecules also rapidly decrease with this distance (orange curve and
right vertical axis quantifying numbers of molecule pairs within given
distance bin). Bottom and upper whiskers spread over all data not
belonging to the boxes (the boxes span the range between the first and
the third quartiles). Blue lines inside the boxes represent the median
of the binned data.

Figure 4. Accuracy of different models predicting face-selectivity of (a)
Michael additions and (b) Diels-Alder cycloadditions. Horizontal
dashed lines indicate accuracy of predictions based on vdW energies.
ML models were: LR – Logistic Regression, RF50 – Random Forest
with 50 trees, RF200 – Random Forest with 200 trees, RF 500 –
Random Forest with 500 trees, MLP – Multi Layer Perceptron, DNN –
Deep Neural Network with an autoencoder. Note that models trained
on “mixed” MA and DA data had comparable accuracies to the
“homogeneous-data” models trained on only ML or only DA data. On
the other hand, models trained on MA data to predict DA outcomes (or
on DA to predict MA) performed poorly indicating lack of any transfer
learning.

Figure 4 quantifies the performance of all methods and models in
terms of percentages of reaction examples for which face selectivity

We also note that Random Forest classifiers performed better not only
compared to Logistic Regression but also to the neural networks
(MLP, DNN). This result echoes our previous findings for the regioand site-selectivity of DA reactions[7a] – in both cases, the lower
accuracy of NNs compared to RF can be attributed to relatively small
numbers of available reactions on which to train the models.
It is important to compare and contrast these results against other
representations (Figure 6). First, we considered the energies of the
“0” vs. “1” arrangements as calculated by semiempirical methods
(PM6, PM7 and their variations corrected for intermolecular
interactions, PM6-D3H4, PM6-D3H4X, all in MOPAC[15b]). These
methods gave lower energies for the real, “1” conformation for only
77.5% DA and 75.2% MA reactions (for discussion of this result, see
SI, Section S4). In a similar genre, force-field-derived (MMFF94
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Specifically, with the atomic contact vectors constructed for all DA
and MA reactions, we carried out several Machine Learning
experiments using different ML methods: Logistic Regression;
Random Forrest (50, 200 or 500 trees); Multi-Layer Perceptron with
two hidden layers of 256 neurons each, ReLU activation and constant
learning rate; and a Deep Neural Network with pre-trained
convolutional autoencoder consisting of 2 convolutional layers and
one maxPooling layer and a dense part consisting of two dense layers
of 512 and 128 neurons and dropout layer with rate = 0.3. These
models were trained to predict – for each pairs of substrates – the
probability of the “positive,” literature reported reaction outcome
(vector “1”, probability P(“1”)) and that of the “negative” outcome
not observed in the experiment (vector “0”, probability P(“0”)). The
prediction was correct if P(“1”) > P(“0”). For each of the models, we
considered three distinct scenarios: (A) The training and test sets
comprised of the same reaction types. This model was taught to make
predictions about DA or MA reactions based on, respectively, only
DA or only MA examples in the training set. The model was evaluated
by five-fold cross validation repeated four times (each time with a
random 80:20 test/train split). (B) Both test and training sets
contained examples of DA and MA reactions in 1061:816 proportion
(i.e., ~80% of every set). This model was learning based on both
reaction types to make predictions about either of them. It was
evaluated by five-fold cross-validation repeated four times. (C) The
training set had reactions of one type and the model was tested on
reactions of the other type – that is, it was trained on DA examples to
predict outcomes of MA, or trained on MA to predict DA. In other
words, this model attempted to transfer-learn[17] from one reaction
type to another. In this scheme, models other than Logistic
Regression were evaluated by training and testing repeated 20 times
– to match 4x5-fold cross-validation – each time using one set as
training (e.g. whole set of DA) and the other as testing (e.g., whole
set of MA).
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Finally, we selected a subset of 25 DA and 25 MA reactions that could
be deemed chemically non-trivial (e.g., apparently had very similar
crowding for the two faces, or the product resulted from an approach
toward the more crowded face; Figure 1, all 50 examples are included
in SI, Section S7). On this subset, our atomic-contact-vector, ACV
RF500 model achieved 92% accuracy for both DA and MA reactions
(the vdW model had accuracy of only 48% for DA and 64% for MA;
fingerprint models were also only 70-82% accurate). For comparison,
we queried six PhD-level organic chemists and seasoned developers
of Chematica/SynthiaTM retrosynthesis software[6]. These chemists
were asked to indicate which of the two possible products of each
reaction they expected to form and also to assess whether they found

Figure 6. Comparison of different methods and representations used
to predict face-selectivity of (a) Michael additions and (b) DielsAlder cycloadditions. FF VDW – van der Waals term of the MMFF94
force field, FF – full MMFF94 force field calculations, PM7 – semiempirical method, E3FP - Extended Three-Dimensional Fingerprints,
ECFP4 – Extended Connectivity Fingerprints with diameter of 4
atoms. ACVs – atomic contact vectors. For other modifications of the
ACV scheme, see SI, Section S1 and S3.
prediction straightforward or nuanced. The accuracies of individual
responses ranged from 40% to 60% with an average of 52%. Of note,
the chemists classified 17 DA and 12 MA reactions as non-trivial and
for these examples had only 40% accuracy (vs. 93% for ACV RF500).
Overall, we conclude that our ACV approach is considerably more
accurate than either energetic calculations, or ML based on more
traditional molecular representations, or even human expert
predictions.

To sum up, we developed a representation that, in effect, quantifies
the nuanced effects of non-covalent interactions experienced by
substrates engaging in a chemical reaction. We showed here that this
representation is suitable for predicting face selectivity (though not
exact or even relative yields[1a,10a,11a,20]) of synthetically important DA
and MA reactions – this being said, it should be easily extendable to
other reaction classes for which (i) the transition-state-like geometry
can be approximated and (ii) there are enough literature examples on
which to train meaningful ML models.
Keywords: computer-aided synthesis, selectivity, machine learning
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